Repair/Rebuild to Make Your Home Safer & Stronger

Scan the QR code below to your phone download the publications and current information on FEMA’s building stronger.

**Homeowner’s Guide to Coastal Construction**
Not just for coastal construction, find ways to make your home more wind and flood resistant. Mold/Debris Removal, Clean Up, Elevation of Home/Equipment.

**Homeowner’s Guide to Retrofitting**
Learn what you can do as a homeowner to make your home more resilient against flooding. This guide will give you straightforward guidance to help you make decisions to guide your recovery and to prepare against future disasters.

**The ABC's of Returning to Flooded Building**
Returning to flood damaged buildings requires careful planning. The following tips are designed to assist impacted individuals when they are able to reach their flooded property.

**Vulnerability-Based Seismic Assessment and Retrofit of One and Two-Family Dwellings**
Improved seismic design and seismic retrofitting of vulnerable configurations will increase the probability that homes are available to provide shelter immediately following moderate to large seismic events.